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Let yourself be seduced
As the Velvety manufacture, it is our aim to create fresh, creative and handmade 
products on the highest level possible. With love to the detail, we produce our pro-
ducts in Austria for people all over the world.

Our basic recipe are freshness, hand craft and the highest quality of our products. 
We only process high quality body oils in our handmade bath additives, combined 
with selected aromatic oils, fine cocoa butter and nourishing shea butter.
100% organic quality.

To protect the environment and the biodiversity, 
we create our preciuos products without 
any palm oil and are happy about that.

Let yourself be suprised by our creative treasures, 
which we produced without any animal experiments used.
Bath additives, made to fall in love with for you & me! 
100% VEGAN!

Prepare your skin for an unforgettable body treatment– 
transform your bathroom into a luxury spa!

By the heat of the bath water, our bath additives dissolve softly. Because of that, the 
fragrant oils can develope the best way possible.

For a fresh and silky skin with suprising sensory experiences - Velvety!

Through perfectionated handwork we give our products an individual „Twist“, who 
opens up to creativity of all kind.

Packed up just for your individual needs, we are looking forward to a common path.

                 Yours, Velvety Manufaktur
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Bath  Melts
Balls, Muffins, Cupcakes, Twists, Cubes, 

Cups, Sticks, Chocolate, Feets, Hearts & Stars

Twist is falling in love with Muffin

Aromatic oils, high quality cocoa and 
shea butter serve your skin the desired 
feeling of pure relaxation combined 
with an extra, fresh twist. Regardless of 
whether in the shape of a Ball or 
Muffin, there is something for every 
occasion and every personality. Take 
time for yourself and surely everyone 
around you is able to feel your magic 
attraction.



Balls
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Juicy Melon
item no.: 904004     wt.: 50g
scent: vanilla - flowery 
cherry on a touch of fruity 
melon

Lavender Love
item no.: 904005      wt.: 50g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Rose Garden
item no.: 904006      wt.: 50g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Lime Dream
item no.: 904007      wt.: 50g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Pink Smoothie
item no.: 904008      wt.: 50g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Blue Oasis
item no.: 904009      wt.: 50g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Green Oasis
item no.: 904010       wt.: 50g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Beach Feeling
item no.: 904011        wt.: 50g
scent: buttery coconut with 
vanilla corriander

Womans Power
item no.: 904001      wt.: 50g
scent: fresh melissa on basil 
- herbal mixture

Orange Dream
item no.: 904002      wt.: 50g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Back to Nature
item no.: 904003      wt.: 50g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Sweet Time Out
item no.: 904012       wt.: 50g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Crispy Orange
item no.: 904013       wt.: 50g
scent: fruity orange on 
warm plum with spicy cin-
namon mixture

Bloody Mary
item no.: 904014       wt.: 50g
scent: citrus with sweet-fru-
ity note



Orange Topping
item no.: 904018       wt.: 45g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

French Lavender
item no.: 904019       wt.: 45g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Rose Swirl
item no.: 904020      wt.: 45g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Berry Cream
item no.: 904015       wt.: 45g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Lemon Cake
item no.: 904016       wt.: 45g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Creamy Chocolate
item no.: 904017       wt.: 45g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Muffins 

Cups

Romantic Rose
item no.: 904021       wt.: 45g
scent: fresh melissa on basil 
- herbal mixture

Hot Chocolate Love
item no.: 904022      wt.: 45g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Winterdream
item no.: 904023      wt.: 45g
scent: fruity orange on 
warm plum with spicy cin-
namon mixture

Blue Berry Smoothie
item no.: 904024      wt.: 45g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Sweet Melon
item no.: 904025      wt.: 45g
scent: anilla - flowery cherry 
on a touch of fruity melon

Sundance
item no.: 904026      wt.: 45g
scent: citrus with sweet-fru-
ity note
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Cupcakes

Rockin' Rose
item no.: 904035      wt.: 35g
scent: citrus with sweet-fru-
ity note

Blue Ocean
item no.: 904036      wt.: 35g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Rose Diva
item no.: 904037      wt.: 35g
scent: flowery meadows 
and alpine herbs

Spring Time
item no.: 904038      wt.: 35g
scent: vanilla - flowery 
cherry on a touch of fruity 
melon

Green Energy
item no.: 904039      wt.: 35g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Island Dream
item no.: 904040      wt.: 35g
scent: buttery coconut with 
vanilla corriander

Chocolate Junkie
item no.: 904041       wt.: 35g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Cranberry Milkshake
item no.: 904042      wt.: 35g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Ice Flower
item no.: 904043      wt.: 35g
scent: fresh melissa on basil 
- herbal mixture

Juicy Lime
item no.: 904044      wt.: 35g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Rose Queen
item no.: 904045      wt.: 35g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

French Affair
item no.: 904046      wt.: 35g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary



Blueberry Dream
item no.: 904034      wt.: 45g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Blue Sky
item no.: 904031       wt.: 45g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Hot Love
item no.: 904032      wt.: 45g
scent: vanilla - flowery 
cherry on a touch of fruity 
melon

Queen
item no.: 904033      wt.: 45g
scent: citrus with sweet-fru-
ity note

Orange Twist
item no.: 904030      wt.: 45g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Energetic Rose
item no.: 904027      wt.: 45g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Sensual Moment
item no.: 904028      wt.: 45g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Chocolate Twist
item no.: 904029      wt.: 45g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Twists
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Relaxing Feets
item no.: 904071    wt.: 2x12g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Vitalizing Feets
item no.: 904072   wt.: 2x12g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Sensual Feets
item no.: 904073   wt.: 2x12g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Feets
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Coconut Kiss
item no.: 904054      wt.: 50g
scent: buttery coconut with 
vanilla corriander

Toscana Feeling
item no.: 904055      wt.: 50g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Bed of Roses
item no.: 904056      wt.: 50g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Green Power
item no.: 904057      wt.: 50g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Soft Flower
item no.: 904058      wt.: 50g
scent: fresh melissa on basil 
- herbal mixture

Joy of Life
item no.: 904051       wt.: 50g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Coffee Shock
item no.: 904052      wt.: 50g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Fruit & Pepper
item no.: 904053      wt.: 50g
scent: citrus with sweet-fru-
ity note

Vintage Rose
item no.: 904050      wt.: 50g
scent: vanilla - flowery 
cherry on a touch of fruity 
melon

Berry Milkshake
item no.: 904047      wt.: 50g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Milk & Lime
item no.: 904048      wt.: 50g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Cranberry Cheese Cake
item no.: 904049      wt.: 50g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Cubes



Sensual Rose
item no.: 904059      wt.: 23g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Relaxing Lavender
item no.: 904060      wt.: 23g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Harmonie
item no.: 904061       wt.: 23g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Vitalizing Star
item no.: 904062      wt.: 23g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Sweet Temptation
item no.: 904068       wt.: 18g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Erotic Berries
item no.: 904069       wt.: 18g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Blueberry Dream
item no.: 904070       wt.: 18g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Energetic Red
item no.: 904065       wt.: 18g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Relaxing Lavender
item no.: 904066       wt.: 18g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Vitalizing Kick
item no.: 904067       wt.: 18g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Hearts

Sensual Berries
item no.: 904063      wt.: 23g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Sweet Temptation
item no.: 904064      wt.: 23g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Stars
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Energetic Rose
item no.: 904089      wt.: 50g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Sticks

Powerful Orange
item no.: 904091       wt.: 50g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Relaxing Green
item no.: 904092      wt.: 50g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Calming Purple
item no.: 904090      wt.: 50g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary



Sensual Seduction
item no.: 904093      wt.: 110g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Chocolate

Energetic Rose
item no.: 904094     wt.: 110g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Powerful Orange
item no.: 904095     wt.: 110g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note
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DIY-Set

DIY-Set
item no.: 904107    wt.: 600g

Free your creativity with our Do-it-Yourself Starterset. The set includes all the basic ingredients for 600g of finished mass, including a 
detailed guide how to create your own creations. For coloring and fragrancing, you can use commercial food colors and scented 
oils. Sugar decoration from the bakery department is a perfect decoration.
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Bath Salt

A shootingstar for you & 
your heart

For you and your loved ones our Bath 
Salts provide unforgettable moments 
in your own spa area! Enjoy these pre-
cious moments to the fullest. Your heart 
will be bouncing because of joy and 
will be thankful for that.
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Romantic Rose
item no.: 904078    wt.: 470g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Bath Salt

Powerful Orange
item no.: 904080    wt.: 470g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Refreshing Green
item no.: 904081     wt.: 470g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Toscana Feeling
item no.: 904079    wt.: 470g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary
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Nature Bath Bombs

Inspire your senses

With every bathtub you want to feel the 
thrill of a new adventure and not just 
bath the normal way?
Follow us on the trip where your sen-
ses are able to dance! Our Bath Bombs 
transform your bathtub to a fancy bub-
ble world, where colors and fragrances 
merge to fresh and sassy emotions.
That‘s how varied life can be!



Standard
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Multi-Color
Large & X-Large

Nature's Best
item no.: 904108       wt.: 85g
scent: flowery meadows 
and alpine herbs

Fresh Orange
item no.: 904109       wt.: 85g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Lavender Love
item no.: 904110        wt.: 85g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Berry Mix
item no.: 904111         wt.: 85g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

Pure Rose
item no.: 904112        wt.: 85g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Refreshing Lemon
item no.: 904113        wt.: 85g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Energy Kick
item no.: 904114        wt.: 85g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Freaky Berry
item no.: 904115      wt.: 170g
item no.: 904150     wt.: 225g
scent: ruity cranberries sur-
rounded pomegranate

Relaxing Moments
item no.: 904116       wt.: 170g
item no.: 904151      wt.: 225g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary

Love Bomb
item no.: 904117       wt.: 170g
item no.: 904152     wt.: 225g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Be Happy
item no.: 904118       wt.: 170g
item no.: 904153     wt.: 225g
scent: flowery meadows 
and alpine herbs

Fruity Orange
item no.: 904119       wt.: 170g
item no.: 904154     wt.: 225g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Blueberry Dream
item no.: 904120      wt.: 170g
item no.: 904155     wt.: 225g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Keep Smilling
item no.: 904121       wt.: 170g
item no.: 904156     wt.: 225g
scent: Aloe Vera on limes - 
macadamia mixture
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Love goes under the skin

Melted by the natural warmth of 
the hands, our Massage Melts treat 
your body the right way. Especially 
dry skin will be thankful for that kind 
of affection. With an extra portion of 
shea and cocoa butter, those little 
treasures encourage the fantasy of 
you and me.

Massage Praline & 
Massage Candles

Massage oil meets 
cented candle 

Already by lighting the candle, the 
pleasant scent captures the room. Af-
ter a few minutes, the candle changes 
its shape to a nutritious body oil, which 
can be perfectly used for a soothing 
massage.
Your senses will thank you for that 
amazing inspiration and are bursting 
because of enthusiasm.
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Sweet Chocolate
item no.: 904082       wt.: 13g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Massage
Praline

Frozen Lime
item no.: 904083       wt.: 13g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Rose Dream
item no.: 904084       wt.: 13g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Flower Deluxe
item no.: 904085       wt.: 13g
scent: fresh melissa on basil 
- herbal mixture

Energetic Rose
item no.: 904086      wt.: 55g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Massage
Candles

Powerful Orange
item no.: 904088      wt.: 55g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Relaxing Lavender
item no.: 904087      wt.: 55g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary
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Your shower, your stage!

Turn your daily shower into a stage full 
of flavors and positive emotions. Treat 
yourself to a break from everyday life 
and stress! Our pads help you to re-
generate shortly. So you are ready for 
your next tasks!

For the Shower



Aroma Therapy

Energetic Rose
item no.: 904122       wt.: 80g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

Powerful Orange
item no.: 904123       wt.: 80g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Refreshing Green
item no.: 904124       wt.: 80g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Relaxing Lavender
item no.: 904125       wt.: 80g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary
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How it works: Application: 1 pad = 1 application

Transform your shower into a comfortable oasis.
Turn on the shower and place the aromatherapy pad 
on the floor. The content in the pad dissolve with warm 
water without residue and exudes thereby relaxing, vi-
talizing aromas. Enjoy new fragrances daily and relax 
immediately.

Tip: The further away the pad is placed from the drain, 
the longer the pleasant fragrance can be enjoyed.



Shower Pads
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Delicious Red
item no.: 904140           wt.: 100g
scent: citrus with sweet-fruity 
note

Cranberry Dream
item no.: 904139      wt.: 100g
scent: fruity cranberries sur-
rounded by freshly sour po-
megranate

How it works:  Application: 1 Pad = 2-3 x showers

Enjoy the nourishing and cleansing effect of our shower 
pad. Wet the shower pads with water and apply gently 
circular movements to the moistened skin! 
As usual shower.

Blueberry Dream
item no.: 904136      wt.: 100g
scent: fruity sweet berry 
mixture with exotic mango

Choco Lover
item no.: 904137       w.: 100g
scent: creamy hot chocolate

Coconut Dream
item no.: 904138      wt.: 100g
scent: buttery coconut with 
vanilla corriander



Relaxing Herbs
item no.: 904146     wt.: 100g
scent: flowery meadows 
and alpine herbs

Luxury Blossom
item no.: 904144     wt.: 100g
scent: fresh melissa on basil 
- herbal mixture

Fresh Emotion
item no.: 904143      wt.: 100g
scent: vanilla - flowery 
cherry on a touch of fruity 
melon

Vitalizing Lime
item no.: 904142      wt.: 100g
scent: Aloe Vera on sprinkling 
fruity limes - macadamia 
mixture

Powerful Orange
item no.: 904145     wt.: 100g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Energetic Rose
item no.: 904141      wt.: 100g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis
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Refreshing Green
item no.: 904149     wt.: 100g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Spicy Orange
item no.: 904148     wt.: 100g
scent: fruity orange on 
warm plum with spicy cin-
namon mixture

Relaxing Lavender
item no.: 904147      wt.: 100g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary
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Just let your life steep!

Home is a feeling! Our bath teas will 
help you bring the unique, cozy feeling 
of security into your bathtub. Feel uplif-
ted and the power when you are com-
pletely at home in yourself.

Bath Tea



Bath Tea

Vitalizing Green
item no.: 904134       wt.: 40g
scent: citrus lemongrass 
with a hint of mint

Powerful Orange
item no.: 904127       wt.: 40g
scent: fruity mandarin with a 
balsamic base note

Relaxing Lavender
item no.: 904135       wt.: 40g
scent: flowery lavender on 
spicy rosemary
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Energetic Rose
item no.: 904126       wt.: 40g
scent: flowery rose on a ro-
mantic woody basis

How it works:  Application: 1 pad = 1 full bath 

Feel-good bath with exquisite herbs and hay blossoms. 
Leave the bag to soak in warm water for 10 minutes. We 
recommend to use the bag like a bath sponge, so that 
the skin care products spread even better on your skin!
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According to my taste

Spreading love all over the world is the 
best thing what can be done by you 
and your loved ones. Our gift sets are 
perfectly made for that - give away a 
piece of luck.
Fragrant and soothing for spiritu-
al moments, filled with big and small 
miracles!

 Gift Sets
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Hearts Box

Hearts Box
item no.: 904097      wt.: 72g
gradation: Sweet Temptati-
on, Energetic Red, Vitalizing 
Kick & Relaxing Lavender

Stars Box

Stars Box
item no.: 904096      wt.: 92g
gradation: Sweet Temptati-
on, Harmonie, Vitalizing Star 
& Sensual Berries



Ballotin Box

Energy Box
item no.: 904102     wt.: 265g

Vitalizing Bath
item no.: 904104    wt.: 300g

Calm Moments
item no.: 904103     wt.: 260g
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Deluxe Gift Set

Keep Calm
item no.: 904128     wt.: 398g

Sweet & Sensual
item no.: 904131      wt.: 398g

Relaxing Moments
item no.: 904130     wt.: 398g

Sunshine Feeling
item no.: 904129     wt.: 398g
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Energetic Rose
item no.: 904133     wt.: 398g
 

Green Refresher
item no.: 904132     wt.: 398g



Bath Patisserie Balls
item no.: 904098    wt.: 150g
gradation: Lime Dream, 
Blue Oasis & Pink Smoothie

Bath Patisserie

Bath Patisserie Muffins
item no.: 904099     wt.: 135g
gradation: Orange Topping, 
French Levander & Lemon 
Cake

Bath Patisserie Twists
item no.: 904100      wt.: 135g
gradation: Energetic Rose, 
Sensual Moment & Orange 
Twist

Bath Patisserie Cubes
item no.: 904101      wt.: 150g
gradation: Milk & Lime, Cr-
anberry Cheese Cake & 
Berry Milkshake
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35* excluded 
   NATURE-Bath Bombs

GMO
FREE

SLS
FREE

PARABEN 
FREE

SILICONE
FREE



Velvety Manufaktur GmbH
Lothringenstraße 12

A-4501 Neuhofen an der Krems
Tel.: +43 (0) 7227/200 83
Mail: office@velvety.eu

www.velvety.eu
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